
„We have intrigued, intrigued, intrigued…“ 
 

E. Boehme, the „Spiegel“, 11.11.2002 
 

 

D e a r  M r .  R o b e r t  H a b e c k .  

D e a r  M r s .  A n n a l e n a  B a e r b o c k .  

D e a r  M r .  J u e r g e n  T r i t t i n .  

 

This war in Ukraine is also preceded by an intrigue. An intrigue against the „homophobic“ Russian 

President Putin and his „homophobic“ Russian people. 

First Putin, after his speech in the German Bundestag in 2001, should feel that he is a friend not 

only of the German chancellor, but of the whole German people. Because then he would already 

agree to a NATO eastward enlargement in good faith at one of the next security conferences. And 

indeed - it worked, - not least also with the help of that personified mendacity (‚diplomacy‘) by 

which these conferences were led. 

Next, his German friend had to disappear from the political scene - preferably by cleverly staged 

(‚democratic) re-election. And indeed - this also succeeded: By a special cleverness of one of your 

„left“ unofficial collaborators („Muente is cult“) and with the help of the newly oriented and sorted 

German media, for the first time in New German history a ‚homophile‘ lesbian could move into 

the new chancellorship. The „resounding laughter“ (A. Zumach) of the German journalists about 

Putin’s proposal of a European Free Trade Zone between Vladivostok and Lisbon can be ‚imagi-

ned‘ by everyone. 

The decisive goal in this large-scale intrigue was to drive a suitable political wedge between Russia 

and its Western neighbors. Ukraine seemed to be the most suitable for this purpose. First of all, 

the Russian friend Yanukovych had to go - and immediately, - not, as in Germany, by a cleverly 

staged, ‚democratic‘ vote, but by force. And of course with the help of ‚friends‘ from Western 

Europe, especially from Germany, and the USA („Fuck Europe!“).  

Secondly, the national feeling of this people was to be aroused à la Bandera and systematically 

incited against Putin or Russia, at any cost and by any means. The occupation and annexation of 

Crimea by Putin was a, perhaps unexpected, ideal basis for this - on which finally, actor-medially 

and brilliantly staged, a correspondingly ‚trained‘ political high-flyer & nutcase could be installed. 

Which steps then finally caused Putin, after his security demands and threats had been ignored by 

the West for months, to unexpectedly start the war, history will clarify later perhaps in retrospect 

and through information that is not yet publicly available 

The fact that, incidentally, the entire Ukrainian population was privy to this national movement 

against Russia is shown by the strange, completely unusual (slightly) hostile and somewhat menda-

cious behavior of some young Ukrainian women toward me after I had made somewhat dispara-

ging remarks about the new national posturing in Germany (Berlin) during the 2012 European 

Football Championship (flags on houses and cars). 

Intrigue - playing two people off against each other, setting them on each other - is  t h e  specialty 

of the social group that was already pulling the strings in ancient Greece. Thus, in order to stir up 



the people of Athens against him, Socrates’ student and statesman Alcibiades was accused of ha-

ving committed the religious Hermenfrevel (mutilation of Greek sanctuaries, 415 B.C.), so that 

Alcibiades had to flee and later waged war against Athens out of revenge. Incidentally, similar to 

his teacher, whom the leaders of this group (including the comedy writer Aristophanes) hypocriti-

cally, under the pretext of „impiety“ („asebie“), put on trial and, since Socrates did not want to flee, 

had him executed.  

Whenever this conspiratorial group appears openly - usually in a somewhat later phase of de-

mocracy - the political and social structures of a state become completely opaque: Like a cha-

meleon, this group can take on any political hue, creep into the parties and in this way destroy the 

cohesion of society from within and create chaos - always with the goal of dominating and con-

trolling the (only seemingly) democratic state structure in its own sense. Only deception and lies 

then ‚rule‘. Even „women’s politics“, for example, is only pretended, is only a clever, hypocritical 

method, a mere power technique. 

Thus, through this mafia and through its media, the intrigue, similar to ‚Brother Adolf‘, became 

quasi ‚legitimized‘, a „special form of radical rule of law“ (G. Grass, 2002): What looked like „lef-

tism“ to the German ‚intellectuals‘ and probably still looks like it to some of them today, was or is 

in reality cold power calculation, a very special, lying, deceitful and fraudulent form of a ‚Machi-

avellianism‘ - and exclusively for the purpose of a ‚homo‘ gene‘ (latent) surveillance state led by this 

mafia. Until about the end of the Cold War, the fronts were still largely clear - but in the meantime, 

at least in the Western part of the world, this association has brilliantly succeeded in making it so 

that nobody knows anymore who is what, who belongs to whom, who is right and who is wrong, 

what is right and what is wrong. 

But it is all the more certain and certain for everyone who has not yet been blinded and deceived 

by this mafia  w h o  provoked this war in Europe by means of this intrigue. But with it it is also 

clear for everyone, in what way you with your party - as those, who have protected and promoted 

and continue to promote this underhanded mafia, its ideology and ‚values‘ here in Germany the 

most - are responsible for this war. [That your ‚green‘ party from the beginning was or is possibly 

not only sponsor, but even direct part of this mafia, is documented by the scornful-cynical answer 

you gave me in 2001, when I asked you for help - after I had been finished 15 years before not only 

professionally as a teacher, but in the meantime also regarding my musicological work (Bach) by 

this association (under the ‚direction‘ of the Hamburg paper)]. 

In order to say it for each reader once again completely unmistakably: 

If this war should escalate to a third world war - this lunatic, who has been miming the 

great statesman & army commander for more than a year, will certainly do everything pos-

sible for it - or even if this war, may God not let it get that far, should escalate to a nuclear 

war, then you and your party here in Germany are politically the main culprits for it. That 

at least is certain. 

Berlin, March 12 , 2023 

Georg Ernst Streibig alias Chyron 

 

 


